Abstract: Previous real-time map matching algorithms for in-vehicle navigation systems had some efficiencies and defects on time lagging and low accuracy. As a response, this paper proposes a new algorithm that integrates STP (spatio-temporal proximity) and IWC (improved weighted circle), in which the new algorithm proposes STP to dynamically refine candidate matching roads, and IWC to adaptively identify the optimal matching road. Specifically, three spatio-temporal proximity indicators are defined in STP to build a three-dimensional stereoscopic cone, and then the two-dimensional projection of the cone are adopted to dynamically select the candidate matching roads. Further, by adaptively setting the weight, the IWC algorithm is developed to integrate three new parameters to adaptively determine the optimal matching road. The test results show that the matching accuracy of the algorithm is over 95%, much higher than that of the existing algorithm, which demonstrates the feasibility and efficiency of the new algorithm.
Introduction
With the rapid progress of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), global positioning system (GPS)-based invehicle navigation systems are being widely used to provide location information in a range of transport telemat- ics applications and services, e.g., real-time tracking of vehicle location, predicting vehicle trajectory, etc. [1] [2] [3] . Accurate real-time vehicle positioning exists as a prerequisite and foundation for the implementation of the above navigation functions, which usually relies on the implementation of map matching algorithms. As an important technology in vehicle positioning, real-time map matching uses vector map information integrating various positioning sensor data (e.g., GPS, GPS / INS, etc.) to produce the best estimate of a vehicle's physical location, and help overcome the influence of some factors such as GPS error and vector electronic map error, so as to make the GPS trajectory match the corresponding position of road features in vector electronic maps, and to provide the positioning basis for more advanced path planning(e.g., autonomous vehicle, etc.) and navigation guidance functions (e.g., vehicle dispatch, etc.). However, most of the previous algorithms had the shortcomings of lag time or low precision so that real-time map matching cannot be supported. Therefore, shorting the time of real-time positioning and improving positioning accuracy become an urgent challenge for real-time map matching.
Literature Review
Map matching algorithm has been actively studied since 90's. Map matching in the early 1990s directly used GPS to solve the positioning problem, resulting in a larger error and longer positioning time. To respond it, researchers developed various algorithms and divided the map matching into two steps (selecting candidate matching roads and identifying the best matching road). For the first step, many scholars have studied various algorithms to select candidate matching roads, including: (1) Geometric [4, 5] . These algorithms obtain candidate roads by setting up some neighbourhoods (e.g., the buffer or the minimum bounding rectangle), but the neighbourhood scope is difficult to determine objectively and is prone to cause error matching. (2) Topological [6, 7] . The algorithms select can-didate roads based on the connectivity among the road network. Unfortunately, they rely heavily on the topological relationship among the roads, resulting in poor applicability of the algorithms. (3) Probabilistic [8] [9] [10] . The algorithms use some static parameters (e.g., GPS coordinates, variance) to establish confidence intervals, and select candidate roads using confidence intervals. However, the threshold setting of this algorithm has great contingency and the setting of confidence intervals is only of statistical significance, which leads to the poor practicability of the algorithm. In particular, it is necessary to note the above three types of methods in the selection of candidate roads were all from the perspective of static map matching, and have not taken into account real-time vehicle speed and other real-time parameters, which cause the size of the candidate region to be fixed, resulting in a large number of redundant calculations. For example, if a vehicle is waiting for a red light at a junction, a fixed candidate area will cause the selection of too many candidate matching roads. Therefore, real-time adjustment of the candidate matching road range is more practical for real-time map matching.
For the second step of identifying the best matching road, approaches for map matching algorithms found in the literature can be categorized into four groups: (1) Direct projection algorithm. This algorithm directly projects the locating point on its nearest road, but it relies too much on GPS positioning accuracy, and when the road condition is complex, it is easy to cause error matching. (2) Curve fitting algorithms [11, 12] . These algorithms select the best matching road by calculating the similarity between the driving path and the candidate road, but the matching effect is not good when the vehicle travels on a parallel road. (3) Advanced map matching algorithms [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . These algorithms adopt complex mathematical models or the filters to identify the best matching road, but they have complex principles, high complexity, and large computational effort, and are difficult to support the wide application of a real-time matching system. (4) Weights based algorithm [10, [18] [19] [20] [21] , the algorithm determines the matching road by setting different weights for two parameters (i.e., the driving direction and the projection distance from the vehicle to the candidate road), however, the traditional weight based algorithm needs a lot of experiments to determine the optimal weight, while the weighted circle algorithm [21] could establish adaptive weights according to the actual situation of the road, so as to overcome the shortcomings of weights based algorithm and further to a better efficiency. For the special case where two consecutive locating points may be at the angle of the intersection, the weighted circle algorithm would set the equal weights for the candidate roads, easily resulting in poor matching results. Meantime, although these algorithms have been devoted to improving the accuracy of map matching, little attention has been paid to improving their efficiencies.
In this context, we will propose a new real-time matching algorithm for vehicle map matching by integrating spatio-temporal proximity and improved weight circle (referred to as STP-IWC). Our main contribution is to improve positioning accuracy and reduce time lag by supplementing new positioning parameters and optimizing calculation process. Firstly, we will develop an STP method which can reduce positioning time by dynamically and adaptively refining the optimal candidate matching roads, and then, we will improve the IWC method to increase positioning accuracy by employing new parameter (i.e., angle similarity) and new weighting method to identify the best matching road. At last, we will conduct some tests to verify the accuracy and timeliness of the algorithm.
Method
To respond to the algorithm's problems in terms of time lag and low accuracy in real-time map matching for invehicle navigation systems, this paper proposes a new algorithm that integrates spatio-temporal proximity and improved weighted circle methods, i.e., STP-IWC algorithm, to refine candidate roads adaptively and identify the best road, so as to improve accuracy and efficiency of real-time map matching. Specifically, in this algorithm, the STP algorithm is firstly designed to construct a dynamic threedimensional cone by introducing three spatio-temporal proximity variables, i.e., GPS coordinates, location interval and vehicle speed, ensuring the candidate matching roads can be dynamically selected from the projected twodimensional plane of the stereoscopic cones, which also makes the candidate region adjust adaptively with the vehicle's real-time speed. The IWC algorithm then integrates the three parameters (i.e., vehicle driving angle, projection distance from vehicle to candidate road, similarity between road trajectory and real road), to adaptively determine the best matching road. By integrating STP and IWC, real-time map matching could be achieved efficiently and accurately. In addition, it must be noted the premise of the algorithm is that vehicles will always run on roads, so there is no case where the candidate road does not exist. The overall process of the STP-IWC algorithm is shown in 
Dynamic Selection of Candidate Matching Roads Based on STP Algorithm
Considering the real position of vehicle is not only related to the GPS sampling interval but also to the travel speed of the vehicle, the STP algorithm [22] integrates the vehicle's travel speed (v i ), GPS positioning interval (t) and vehicle's GPS position coordinates (x i , y i ) to adaptively construct a dynamic search region, which can narrow the candidate road search to filter the roads with great matching possibilities. The STP algorithm is as follows. As shown in Figure 2 , as time goes by, GPS produces a series of sampling points p i (t i , x i , y i ) (t i denotes time variable, x i and y i are the x-and y-coordinates of the GPS point, respectively, =1,2,3,. . . ,N). Taken p i and p i+1 respectively as the vertices generated at time t and t i+1 , the values of t*v i and t i+1 *v i+1 respectively as the radius, two different three-dimensional cones are generated respectively at time t i and t i+1 . Then, the intersection of the two cones will be an ellipse in a two-dimensional projection coordinate system. In this context, the real-time location of the vehicle at time t (t i < t < t i+1 ) will exist within the ellipse, and the intersection will exist in case that the following three conditions are met [22] :
(1)
Specifically, it may be explained with an appropriate example ( Figure 3 ). Supposing there exist two adjacent GPS points, i.e., p 1 (t 1 , x 1 , y 1 ) and p 2 (t 2 , x 2 , y 2 ) (t 1 < t < t 2 ), respectively with the speed of v 1 and v 2 . Taken p 1 and p 2 respectively as the vertices, as well as the values of (tt 1 )*v 1 and (t 2 -t)*v 2 respectively as the radius, two different three-dimensional cones are generated respectively at times t 1 and t 2 . Then, an ellipse is formed when the projections of these two cones intersect on a two-dimensional plane, and the two focus points of the ellipse is p 1 (x 1 , y 1 ) and p 2 (x 2 , y 2 ), and the semi-axis is
. Therefore, the real-time location of vehicle at time t will exist within the ellipse that also exists as the search range of the candidate roads.
Further, to improve operational efficiency and practicality of the algorithm, we take the minimum bounding rectangle of the elliptic as the search scope for selecting the candidate matching roads. (x 1 , y 1 ) and (x 2 , 5y 2 ) are two focal points and d f is the distance between them. Let pc (xc, yc) be the mid-point of two focal points, and l and L be major semiaxis and semi-minor axis, respectively, then we set the border of rectangle [
is set by the follows [22] :
Identifying the Best Matching Road Based on IWC Algorithm
After determining the search range of candidate roads, the traditional weighted map matching algorithm uses two parameters: the projection distance (d) from the location point to the candidate matching road, the angle (a) between the driving direction and the candidate matching road, and weights are defined as reference [6] 
and Wa denote the weights of d and a, respectively), then the road with the maximum weight will be selected as the best matching candidate road of the current location point. But these weights need a lot of calculations to determine the optimal ones. Especially, these algorithms cannot find the best matching road in case that two consecutive GPS points are at the corner bisector of the road intersection where the roads' weights are equal.
A new index to IWC
In view of the above, this paper considers that there will exist a relatively large angle difference among roads when the vehicle stays at a complex intersection, and therefore introduces angle similarity (b) between the vehicle's travel trajectory and candidate matching roads as a new parameter, and proposes an improved weight circle (IWC) algorithm which adaptively gives weights to three parameters, i.e., the projection distance (d) from the location point to the candidate matching road, the angle (a) between the driving direction and the candidate matching road, and angle similarity (b) between vehicle's travel trajectory and candidate matching road.
A new method to set weight
Traditional weight-based algorithms used static values to set the indices' weights, however, these weights could not adjust adaptively with road conditions. Therefore, these algorithms to set weights lack practical value and do not have enough theoretical foundation. In this context, according to the principle that the nearer the location point is to the road intersection, the greater the weight value of the angle between road directions, and the smaller the weight value, we propose an improved weight circle (IWC) algorithm which improved the original weight circle algorithm [21] by adaptively setting weights to overcome the shortcomings of the static weight. The weighted circle is established with the intersection point (O) as the centre and the adaptive radius R as the radius to dynamically set weights. As shown in Figure 4 , around road intersection o, there exist three roads that have been selected as the candidate matching objects by STP algorithm, i.e., R1, R2 and R3, and a, b, c, d, are four turning points. Then IWC establishes three circles with centre o and three different radii R (i.e., |oa|, |ob|, |oc|, and |oa| are the distance from o to a, and so on), and those circles divide the candidate searching area into four regions, labeled as 1, 2, 3, 4. In practical application, the smaller the distance from vehicle to road intersection (o), the bigger the possibility of the vehicle turning, the bigger the influence of angle on road choice. Therefore, the weight circle defining the weight value of distance (w d ) and angle (wa) follows these principles:
Rule 1: If the vehicle is located within region 1, indicating that the vehicle is far from road intersection (o), the influence of index d should be the biggest for the selection of matching road. Therefore, IWC defines that the weight value of distance w d is 1. 
STP-IWC algorithm
From the above, the specific matching process of using IWC to find best matching road is as follows, also shown in Figure 5 : Else, if STP algorithm selects more than one candidate road, then vehicle is considered to be driving on complex roads. In this case, IWC will take the following scenario as an example to illustrate how to determine the best matching candidate road.
Assume that vehicle is driven along R1 (as shown in Figure 6 ), p1(x 1 , y 1 ) and p2(x 2 , y 2 ) are the points that have already been matched, p3(x 3 , y 3 ) is the point to be matched. The process of using IWC to find the best matching road for p3 is as follows:
First, we calculate distance (op) from p3 to road intersection (o), if op < Rmax, the weight of distance w d is calculated by formula w d = |op|/R, else, w d = 1.
Then, we calculate angle (a) between driving direction and candidate matching road direction, which is defined as follow. a = |arccot
where m is the direction of road, (x 2 , y 2 ) and (x 3 , y 3 ) are the coordinates of p2 and p3, respectively, and angle similarity (b) is calculated as follow:
where m is the direction of the road, n is the number of GPS points, i=1,2,3. . . are consecutive GPS points. For the purpose of improving operating efficiency, we implement three points to calculate the angle similarity. Finally, we calculate the weight value (w qi ) of candidate road i and then select the road with max weight as the best matching road. w qi is defined as follow:
Where,
d i is distance from GPS point to candidate matching road i, a i is angle between the vehicle's driving direction and candidate matching road i, b i is the calculated value of angle similarity (b) between the vehicle's trajectory and candidate matching roadi.
Experiments & Results
To verify timeliness and accuracy of STP-IWC algorithm in this paper, we combine C# programming and ArcGIS Engine 10.2 to design some experiments under Windows 10 operating system to compare the performance and efficiency of this algorithm with the existing direct matching algorithm and curve fitting algorithm. All tests were run on a computer with a 3.3Hz Intel(R) Xeon(R) E3-1226, multithreaded processor and 16G RAM. Meanwhile, we use Android mobile device to derive positioning data and select road in Beijing as the experimental area to carry out the matching experiment. In addition, those points with more than 20m distance to a candidate road are regarded as an error point and are excluded in pre-process due to the positioning error of Android mobile device is 10-15m. Further, GPS positioning interval is 5S and average speed of the vehicle is about 30km/h (8.3m/s), according to the experimental area road width and traffic conditions. Figure 7 shows a sample illustration that uses STP-IWC algorithm to match location points at the road junctions. p1 and p2 are the points that have already been matched and p3 is the point to be matched. The STP-IWC algorithm selects R2 as the best matching road of p3, while the tradi- As shown in Figure 8 , we selected North Third Ring Road, Haidian District, Beijing City in China as the test section to examine the STP-IWC algorithm. As can be seen from the figure, compared with original GPS data, matched points from STP-IWC does not mismatch at complex intersections, and better reflect the real trajectory, indicating that STP-IWC algorithm still has high precision in the case of complex road conditions. Meanwhile, we have applied our algorithm to realworld cases comparing with other algorithms. Results are shown in Figure 9 . The figure shows three matched paths from direct projection algorithm, curve fitting algorithm and STP-IWC algorithm. From the results, it can be seen that, comparing with direct projection algorithm and curve fitting algorithm, STP-IWC algorithm more accurately reflects the driving track.
Experimental results

Algorithm Evaluation
Methods to Measure the Quality of Map Matching Algorithm
Among multiple indices to measure the correctness or accuracy of a map matching algorithm on a given trajectory sample in a given road network, we select the most important ones below. rectly matched road sections to the total number of actual track sections. It can reflect the versatility of the algorithm in practical applications. This index works well in the case where the total number of correctly matched segments is considered to be more important than the total length of correctly matched segments, e.g., the algorithm with high matching accuracy in segments' quantity will be appropriate to be applied to some large urban centres with dense road network. (4) Fréchet distance: The index is obtained by accumulating the Fréchet distance (F distance) between each driving track road segment and actual driving segment. This value can reflect the similarity between the matched trajectory and the real driving trajectory. The larger the value, the greater the distance between the matching points and the real location points; the lesser the value, the greater the similarity between the matching trajectory and the real trajectory. F distance is defined as follows:
) is defined as [23, 24] :
Where, ||·|| represents the Euclidean norm and inf represents the lower bound of the set. α, β is a continuous nondecreasing function with respect to the parameter t established after re-parameterization, and α(0) = β(0) = 1, α(1) = β(1) = 1.
Algorithm Comparison
It can be seen from the comparative analysis of the experimental results shown in Figure 10 , the map matching algorithm based on STP-IWC matching can not only achieve higher accuracy and stability, but is also superior to the other algorithms in terms of the matching time. From the single-point matching time, the matching time of some points used by other algorithms is too long to show common stability and timeliness.
To verify the reliability of the algorithm, Jianguomenwai Street, No. 103 National Highway and Beiyuan South Table 2 , as the number of matching roads increases in the study area, the integrity and accuracy of the STP-IWC algorithm remains within a certain range, and the accuracy rate of each indicator is still more than 95%, which indicates that the STP-IWC algorithm has good reliability and stability.
Conclusion and Discussion
To respond the algorithm's problems in terms of time lagging and inaccuracy in real-time map matching for invehicle navigation systems, this paper proposes a new algorithm called STP-IWC. It designs STP algorithm to improve the efficiency and practicality of selecting candidate roads and proposes IWC algorithm to overcome the inadequacy of the previous algorithms when matching parallel road sections, solving that the traditional weight algorithms need many experiments to determine the optimal weight, and giving the new algorithm much better performance and stability. The case tests show that the matching time of single points used by STP-IWC algorithm is about 40ms and the accuracy of all evaluation indicators exceeds 95% while maintaining the timeliness, much higher than that of the existing algorithms, which demonstrates the feasibility and efficiency of the new algorithm and responds to the requirements of real-time map matching for in-vehicle navigation systems. However, limited by data availability and current experimental conditions, this study mainly focused on two-dimensional road networks, giving little attention to the map matching of threedimensional road networks such as overpasses, and has not conducted in-depth research on lane-level real-time map matching, which will be our next study interest. 
